
Issue key Summary

VTX-7926 Search by party display name in landing doesn't work after BNO update identity

VTX-7916 Document Presentation PDF Download Failure 

VTX-7915 The "Details" field in the Nominated Bank cover letter should allow upto 10000 characters.

VTX-7906 [OWASP] Security vulnerabilities

VTX-7905 P2P recipient list incorrect in DP 

VTX-7883 SWIFT Changes - 2023

VTX-7882 Application displays error while generating P2P PDF when identity has & for legal and identity name

VTX-7881 Identity display name update is not reflected in ongoing and historical transactions

VTX-7877 Notification email of one identity being sent across to all the identities

VTX-7871 Issuing Bank to be involved in Co-Drafting

VTX-7869 Confirmation: Email notification not generated

VTX-7863 CTA buttons to be disabled for amendment once DC has been canceled 

VTX-7835 Option to create a DC from Recent transaction

VTX-7818 During DP Return, Present Through bank removed by Beneficiary in a returned DP is still seen by internal parties

VTX-7769 Users with only Import or Export access cannot return DP

VTX-7757 Parties lower than DC contract version should be shown in dropdown but should receive error message on selection

VTX-7755 Blank page when clicking on My Account from Avatar

VTX-7748 Make Mixed Payment terms (available by) option available

VTX-7744 Issued date, time and timezone for all transactions

VTX-7736 Add URL to the activation email after account activation.

VTX-7717 Allow Beneficiary to request confirmation under DC and Amendment when Confirming Bank advised without confirmation on a CONFIRM DC

VTX-7635 Allow Comma in Legal Name and Identity Name

VTX-7628 Issuing Bank only has the authority to add "Number of Amendment" during Amendment issuance

VTX-7519 Unable to resend activation link to identity admin for onboarding pending users

VTX-7518 Duplicate document names possible by entering space 

VTX-7500 Audit log does not capture the IP address from different login terminals

VTX-7499 Export to PDF - To reflect all the fields from DC

VTX-7486 In a P2P, display warning message when user changes Message Type after typing contents

VTX-7458 Display alert message hen Bene requests for confirmation + create presentation

VTX-7408 Order of documents required should not change in PDF export and presentations 

VTX-7402 Amendment order not correct when there is a Failed Amendment

VTX-7397 P2P - Restrict parties being added as cancellation recipients

VTX-7349 Presentation status shows 'cancelled' when DC is cancelled

VTX-7209 Status stays to Pending Send even after the unavailable node was recovered due to flow expiry after 15 mins

VTX-7171 When operating on a presentation, page sometimes becomes unresponsive 

VTX-6993 LC Co-draft by Applicant and Bene: Beneficiary not able to see the Bank running on any previous version in the advising Bank drop down list

VTX-6992 Set the 'Application date' when it is sent to bank after internal approval

VTX-6731 While creating identity with an &, it gets created but unable to view an identity after creation

VTX-6728 Browser tab title doesn't change accordingly when user logs in or switch to another identity

VTX-6695 Align field lengths with SWIFT standards

VTX-6607 Cannot see newly added parties in the P2P recipient list on a DP as Present Through


